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CONSOLIDATOR PLUS
COMBINATION CONSOLIDATOR & SEALER

MATERIAL & FUNCTION
CONSOLIDATOR PLUS is a consolidating/ penetrating sealer developed to prevent salt attack
around swimming pools and soft masonry surfaces. It is a premium natural look penetrating sealer
for internal/external surfaces and will not change the slip factor. Not suitable for bluestone. This is
a low VOC product (less than 5%). Consolidator Plus may change the colour slightly.

APPLICATIONS
Suitable For: Sandstone, Dense Limestone, Porcelain, Granite, Masonry and porous Vitrified
Tiles. Always test first.

DIRECTION FOR USE
Apply a light coat of Consolidator Plus to a clean dry masonry surface, wipe runs off vertical
surfaces. It is ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT to apply to all surfaces including underneath the pool
coping. Apply the second coat when the first coat is dry, generally between 1-4 hrs depending on
ambient conditions. A minimum of two coats to be applied and more porous surfaces require more
coats. Apply by lambswool applicator, paint brush or low pressure garden sprayer. Allow 7 days
curing time. Clean up all equipment with Cyclone. Reseal every 12 months.

COVERAGE
Best results are obtained using a minimum of two coats. A total of 1L of CONSOLIDATOR PLUS
is required to cover aapprox.5 square metres with two coats.

CAUTION
Avoid contact with skin and eyes and avoid breathing vapour or spray mist.
This product is not flammable but is combustible. Keep away from sources of ignition.
Consult the Material Safety Data Sheet for further information.

PACKAGING
2 Litre, 10 Litre, 20 Litre and 200 Litre containers

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER
Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only
obligation shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume
any risk or liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour
or any consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of
this product for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user.
ALWAYS TEST FIRST.
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